
flavours & innovations
pregel’s latest

an instant powdered and dairy  
free product that supplies the  
thirst-quenching flavour of 
peach iced tea

an instant powdered and dairy free 
product that presents the fresh and 
exotic flavour of pomegranate

Application: Instant gelato, frozen 
yogurt, soft serve or ice cream

Application: Instant gelato, ice 
cream or soft serve

69821 Peach Tea Super Sprint 
Packaging: 10 bags x 1.31 kg

69921 Pomegranate Super Sprint  
Packaging: 10 bags x 1.38 kg

81821 Birthday Cake Blue 
Super Sprint
Packaging: 12 bags x 1.18 kg

GEL04 Frozen Pop Mold - Tango
Packaging: 1 tray, 2 molds, 50 sticks

an instant powdered product that 
recreates the flavour of birthday cake 
in a vibrant kid-friendly blue colour

Durable silicone molds that produce 
frozen pops in a spiral shape. the 
mold is flexible, reusable and 
dishwasher safe

Application: Instant gelato, frozen 
yogurt, soft serve or ice cream

Panini Gelato is a concept for frozen dessert businesses seeking a novel approach to desserts. to create panini gelato, creamy scoops of 
gelato, ice cream, frozen yogurt or soft serve are neatly spooned onto a golden, sweet bun combined with a sweet arabeschi® and/or topping, and 
then lightly pressed to perfection using a state-of-the-art machine. assembled on the spot, the bun takes the place of a cone, cup or cookie, and is 
served either sliced on a plate, or as a full sandwich served in a wrapper for a more on-the-go solution.

PreGel gelato, ice cream, 
frozen yogurt or soft 

serve flavour

Sweet Bun PreGel Arabeschi®  
or Toppings

Panini Gelato  
Machine

+ + + =

an innovative frozen dessert machine 
by pregel and Waring Commercial that 
toasts and seals a sweet bun filled with 
gelato and toppings to create panini gelato

Application: Panini Gelato

126400 Gelato Panini Press
Packaging: 1 machine
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